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Abstract
Understanding population dynamics is vital in amphibian conservation. To compare demography and movements, we conducted a
capture-recapture study over three spring seasons in two populations of Salamandra salamandra in the Vienna Woods. The study
sites differ in topography, vegetation, and the type of breeding waters. Population density in a beech forest traversed by a stream
was more than twice as high as in an oak-hornbeam forest with temporary pools. Movement distances were on average higher at the
latter site whereas home range estimates were similar for both sites. The sexes did not differ significantly in the observed movement
patterns at either site. Annual apparent survival was mostly high (~0.85), but the estimate for females from the low-density site was
lower (~0.60), indicating a higher rate of emigration or mortality.
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Introduction
Amphibian populations throughout Europe are under
increasing pressure from habitat loss and fragmentation
(Cushman 2006; Harper et al. 2008; Arntzen et al. 2017),
with Salamandra salamandra being additionally threatened by lethal fungal epidemics (Martel et al. 2013; Lötters et al. 2020). Therefore, it is important to understand
amphibian population dynamics across different habitats.
The capture-recapture method is widely used for analysing population dynamics and gaining valuable data for
monitoring and managing conservation of threatened amphibian species (Bailey and Nichols 2006; Griffiths et al.

2010; Muths et al. 2011). The condition of populations
can be described through various parameters, such as
density, survival, recruitment, emigration, and immigration (Duellman and Trueb 1994), which can be estimated
through modelling from capture-recapture data (Pollock
2000; Sandercock 2006). Various programs and software
packages are freely available to simplify the process of
model building (White and Burnham 1999; Choquet et al.
2004; Gopalaswamy et al. 2012; Efford 2020).
Previously, strong site fidelity has been described for
terrestrial salamanders (Marvin 2001; Bonato and Fracasso
2003; Rebelo and Leclair 2003). However, several more
recent studies suggest that populations of S. salamandra
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(Schmidt et al. 2007; Schulte et al. 2007; Hendrix et al.
2017) and S. infraimmaculata (Bar-David et al. 2007)
can have a larger proportion of individuals with higher
mobility and larger home ranges than previously thought.
This indicates a high variability in movement activity and
site fidelity among populations (Schmidt et al. 2014).
In the Vienna Woods, S. salamandra is common,
breeding in many streams but also in ponds (Sztatecsny
et al. 2014). Nonetheless, so far no data on population
density or dynamics were available for the municipality of Vienna (Tiedemann 1990). In the present study we
compared two populations of S. salamandra inhabiting
contrasting habitats and therefore facing different ecological pressures and constraints: the study site Neuwaldegg
extends along a stream, whereas in the Maurer Wald stagnant pools are the only available breeding sites.
Concurrent studies on these two populations have
addressed aspects of genetics, morphometrics, and life
history. Zutz (2012) reported similar levels of genetic
diversity but genetic distinctiveness, based on variation
at nine microsatellite loci. Keckeis (2013) investigated
differences in larval morphology between habitats and
found that larvae from the ponds in the Maurer Wald
were larger than those from streams, suggesting better
growth conditions in the ponds. Mayerhofer (2013) observed that adult females in the Maurer Wald were on
average longer than those from Neuwaldegg but showed
lower body condition index values. In the Maurer Wald
additional capture-recapture data were collected outside
of our study area.
Our study aimed at establishing demographic baseline
data for S. salamandra populations in Vienna. We also
wanted to explore whether differences between streamand pond-breeding populations match those reported in
another study from the Kottenforst (Bonn, Germany;
Hendrix et al. 2017). In this population, genetically divergent subpopulations associated with larval habitat
types – ponds versus streams – differ in several life-history traits (Caspers et al. 2014; Oswald et al. 2020), including movement behaviour (Hendrix et al. 2017). The
interpretation of this situation as an example of in situ
adaptive divergence, possibly a first step in ecological
speciation (Steinfartz et al. 2007), was recently challenged by Arntzen and van Belkom (2020), who suggested that the genetic data point to a secondary contact of
differentiated lineages.
Previous studies linked sites and microhabitats with
higher humidity with higher density in terrestrial salamanders (Heatwole 1962; Harper and Guynn 1999). Therefore, considering the different ecological conditions, we
expected a lower population density in the Maurer Wald
than in Neuwaldegg. Because the study took place in
the breeding seasons, we expected a higher activity by
females as reported in previous studies (Klewen 1985;
Schulte 2007). Therefore, we also predicted higher recapture rates, larger movement distances and home ranges
for females than for males in both habitats. Although also
males may try to raise their mating chances by being more
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active during this time than previously thought (Manenti
et al. 2017), we conjectured a higher increase in female
mobility resulting from their breeding activity.

Methods
Study species
The fire salamander (Salamandra salamandra) is Europe’s largest salamander species, reaching a total length
of up to 20 cm and an age of up to 20 years in central
Europe. In Austria only the nominate subspecies S. s.
salamandra occurs. It inhabits broadleaf or mixed forests (beech, oak, and hornbeam trees predominant) with
running or stagnant waters, which are utilized to deposit
larvae. After metamorphosis, the animals are terrestrial
and only females visit the water again to deposit their
offspring (Thiesmeier 2004). Individuals have a unique
dorsal pattern of yellow to orange spots and lines on a
black background, which appear during metamorphosis.
Only occasional slight changes of this dorsal colour pattern during ontogeny have been observed (Balogová et al.
2016), which allows reliable individual long-term identification without applying marks.

Study sites
Both study sites belong to the IUCN biosphere reserve
“Vienna Woods”, which is located in the Austrian states
of Vienna and Lower Austria. Neuwaldegg is a site
at the north-western border of Vienna and belongs to
the south-eastern part of the Kierlinger Forst (WGS84,
48.249°N, 16.263°E, 389 m a.s.l). The forest touches the
urban area of Vienna in the south-east while it extends for
~10–15 km to the north and west. Our study plot at this
site extends over an area of 7.5 ha and is located along
both sides of a creek, running through a steep ravine
(Fig. 1). This creek, which the salamanders use to deposit
larvae, is the only water body in the study plot, and part of
a network of similar creeks in the hilly Kierlinger Forst.
The second study site, the Maurer Wald, lies in the
south-west of Vienna (WGS84, 48.152°N, 16.247°E, 367
m a.s.l.), between Lainzer Tiergarten, which is confined
by a wall, in the north-west, a 30–100 m wide strip of open
meadows and farmland, split by a road, in the south-west,
and the urban area of Vienna in the east. The Maurer Wald
site differs from Neuwaldegg in several aspects. The only
water bodies suitable to accommodate salamander larvae
are stagnant pools. The closest suitable running waters are
two streams, located respectively 800 m south, and one
kilometre west of the study plot. Further, the site’s surface is flatter than in Neuwaldegg and there are few or no
slopes with crevices, which often serve the salamanders
for hibernation – however, the site formerly hosted military barracks and training grounds with trenches, where
salamanders were found to hibernate (Leeb et al. 2013).
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Figure 1. A map of the study site Neuwaldegg containing all
capture events. Different symbols are used for females (triangle), males (filled circle) and unsexed animals (cross). The full
line shows the approximate course of the creek and the dotted
line the border of the sampling site. Basemaps from the WMTS
server https://maps.wien.gv.at/basemap/1.0.0/WMTS-Capabilities.xml were used.

Figure 2. A map of the study site Maurer Wald containing all
capture events. Different symbols are used for females (triangle), males (filled circle) and unsexed animals (cross). Breeding ponds are symbolized by empty circles and the dotted line
shows the border of the sampling site. Basemaps from the
WMTS server https://maps.wien.gv.at/basemap/1.0.0/WMTSCapabilities.xml were used.

Our study plot of 5.0 ha (Fig. 2) is located in the north
of the Maurer Wald; we excluded additional data from
outside this area in our analysis because of non-standardized sampling. The forest in Neuwaldegg consists mainly
of beech trees, whereas in the Maurer Wald oak-hornbeam forest is predominant. The latter usually grows at
locations with either less precipitation, or a higher mean
temperature during summer months, resulting in a higher
evaporation rate (Ellenberg 1988).

abled Pocket PCs (MobileMapper 10, Ashtech/Spectra
Geospatial, Westminster, CO, USA) with the mobile GIS
software ArcPad 10.0 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) to record the location, date, and sex of each captured animal
and took pictures of the animals’ dorsal pattern for individual identification. We differentiated the sexes based on
the swollen cloaca of males (Nöllert and Nöllert 1992)
and the general habitus (i.e. swollen belly) of females.

Data collection
Sampling took place from 2010 to 2012 from March until
June at both sampling sites for a total of 47 occasions in
Neuwaldegg and 27 occasions in the Maurer Wald, mainly during rainy weather, at varying times of the day and
night. In Neuwaldegg we conducted line transects along
the trails on each side of the creek’s ravine, whereas in the
Maurer Wald we employed spatially even, opportunistic
sampling to evenly search the area. We used dGPS-en-

Data preparation
We visually identified individuals with the help of the pattern matching software WILD-ID (Bolger et al. 2012) and
subsequently established individual capture histories. To
process and analyse the spatial data and to visualise capture locations we used ArcMap 10.6 (ESRI, Redlands, CA,
USA). To visualise home ranges for each individual captured three or more times, we constructed Minimum Convex Polygons (MCP; Powell 2000), using the Home Range
Tools 2.0 Extension for ArcGIS (Rodgers et al. 2015).
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Demographic analysis

Results

We used the software MARK (White and Burnham 1999;
White 2020) to estimate apparent survival probability (φi)
and recapture probability (pi) with Cormack-Jolly-Seber
(CJS) models (Lebreton et al. 1992). To estimate super
population size (N) and probability of entry (pent) we used
POPAN models (Schwarz and Arnason 1996) in MARK.
The latter is mainly used to calculate the net population
sizes (Ni) for each sampling occasion. Sexes were represented as two distinct groups in the models.
We modelled super population size (N) as constant or
varying between groups and probability of entry (pent) as
varying through time. Apparent survival (φi) and recapture probability (p) were modelled as either constant, varying through time, varying between groups, or varying
in both domains (Table 3). Models which yielded a computation error or the warning “Numerical convergence
suspect” were excluded from further analysis. To test for
detection heterogeneity (Gimenez et al. 2018) in the data,
we used the sub-program RELEASE in MARK. The results indicated good fit for both data sets, in total and both
sexes (all p > 0.989).
To estimate the annual recapture probability (pa), we
built two additional sets of CJS models. Capture occasions within years were pooled and treated as a single
capture occasion separated by equal time intervals. We
modelled φi as constant or group dependent (φ. – constant;
φg – group-dependent) and pa as constant, varying through
time, varying between groups or varying in both domains
(p. – constant, pg – group-dependent, pt – time-dependent,
pg*t – time- and group-dependent). For every combination, a model was fitted, resulting in eight models.
MARK ranks the fitted models according to their Akaike’s Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (AICc; Anderson and Burnham 1999; Akaike 2011). A
lower AICc means a better fit. The difference between a
model’s AICc value and the AICc value of the best fitted
model is denoted as ΔAICc. Because of model selection
uncertainty, we applied model averaging. Burnham and
Anderson (2002) suggested that models with an ΔAICc
>10 lack empirical support, therefore, such models were
omitted from model averaging. These calculations were
carried out separately for real (φi, pi, pent, N) and derived
parameters (Ni) with the “Model Averaging” function included in MARK.

Capture data

Spatial activity
We determined distances between the two capture points
farthest apart within a year for each individual (da). If distances could be calculated for multiple years, we averaged them. We also measured home range size as area of
the MCPs formed by all sampling locations. U-tests were
used to test for differences between sampling sites, and
between sexes in da and home range, using the R package
stats v3.6.2 (R Core Team 2020).
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In Neuwaldegg, we captured 605 individual salamanders
(253 m / 228 f) during 806 captures over the three years
(Fig. 1). We could not determine the sex of the remaining
124 individuals. Capture events were evenly distributed
over the three years. While the recapture rate within years
(r1) was consistent across years (Table 1), recapture rates
between one-year-intervals (r2) and the two-year-interval
(r3) were higher than within years (r1). Whereas the two
r2-values were almost identical, r3 was higher in comparison. For both sexes r2-values were lower than the r3-value
(Table 2). Over the three years, the proportion of individuals only captured once was around 73%. The proportion
of individuals captured one (singleton), two (doubleton),
or three or more times was very similar between sexes.
Two females were captured more than four times (five
and nine times, respectively) (Fig. 3).
In the Maurer Wald, we captured 217 individual salamanders (115 m / 67 f) during 320 captures over the three
years (Fig. 2). We could not determine the sex of the remaining 35 individuals. Capture events in the Maurer Wald
varied considerably between years, with 37 captures in
2010, 88 in 2011, and 195 in 2012. The r1-value in 2010
was lower than in the two following years, in total and for
both sexes, with strong differences between the sexes (Table 1). The r2- and r3-values were, in general, considerably
higher than r1-values. For males they were more than 1.5
times as high as in Neuwaldegg. The female r3-value was
considerably lower than that for males (Table 2). The proportion of singletons was approximately 65%, with females
having over 20% more singletons than males (Fig. 3).

Demographic estimations
The best supported CJS and POPAN models for both
sampling sites were time-independent apparent survival with time-dependent recapture probability. Two CJS
Table 1. Individual recaptures (absolute and relative) within
each study year. Figures for the entire population, females (F)
and males (M) are provided separately for each study site. C refers to the number of individuals captured and released during the
respective year. c1 denotes the number of individuals, that were
caught two or more times during the same year. r1 denotes the individual recapture rate within years, it is calculated as r1 = c1 / C.
Year

Group

2010

Total
F
M
Total
F
M
Total
F
M

2011

2012

C
239
94
111
233
93
98
246
91
103

Neuwaldegg
c1
r1 (%)
25
10.5
15
16.0
9
8.1
22
9.4
7
7.5
13
13.3
27
11.0
12
13.2
12
11.7

C
34
10
24
74
26
37
156
42
86

Maurer Wald
c1
r1 (%)
3
8.8
0
0
3
12.50
12
16.2
2
7.7
10
27.0
32
20.5
3
7.1
26
30.2
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Figure 3. Relative distribution of how often individuals were captured throughout all sampling periods (2010 – 2012) in the respective
sampling sites. The percentage on the y-axis corresponds to the total number of sexed individuals captured at each sampling site. Values
for females and males are shown separately (females: black; males: grey). In Neuwaldegg no individuals were captured 6 to 8 times.

models and four POPAN models had a high enough support to be included into model averaging. The data from
both sampling sites supported the same models, although
the specific POPAN models were ranked differently for
each site. These models differed from each other only by
whether φi and N were modelled as group-dependent or
not. Group-dependency in general had relatively little effect on the model’s support (Table 3).

Apparent survival
Model-averaged estimates for monthly apparent survival
(φm) between sampling sites and groups were consistent
except for females from the Maurer Wald. While the CJS
Table 2. Individual recaptures (absolute and relative) between
years. Figures for the entire population, females (F) and males
(M) are provided separately for each study site. C refers to the
number of individuals captured and released during the former
of two compared years. c2,3 denotes the number of individuals,
that were released in the former and recaptured in the latter of
two compared years. r2 denotes the recapture rate between oneyear intervals and r3 for the two-year interval. They are calculated as r2,3 = c2,3 / C.
Interval Group
2010–
2011
2011–
2012

2010–
2012

Total
F
M
Total
F
M
Total
F
M

C
239
94
111
233
93
98
C
239
94
111

Neuwaldegg
c2
r2 (%)
39
16.3
17
18.1
22
19.8
38
16.3
19
20.4
16
16.3
c3
r3 (%)
49
20.5
21
22.3
27
24.3

C
34
10
24
74
26
37
C
34
10
24

Maurer Wald
c2
r2 (%)
10
29.4
2
20.0
8
33.3
29
39.2
8
30.8
17
46.0
c3
r3 (%)
11
32.4
1
10.0
10
41.7

model estimates for three of four groups had a relatively narrow range of 0.989 to 0.991, for the fourth group
(females from the Maurer Wald), φm was estimated to be
only 0.958. These estimates translate to annual apparent
survival (φa) of 0.873 to 0.895 and 0.601, respectively.
Estimates from the POPAN models were generally a little
lower but showed a similar pattern (Table 4).
Table 3. Overview of the best supported CJS and POPAN models. Data from both sampling sites are included. Model labels
consist of the involved parameters and their dependencies as
subscripts. These parameters are apparent survival (φi), recapture
probability (pi) and super population size (N). Their subscripts
designate the parameters as either constant (.), time-dependent
(t; different at each capture occasion) or group-dependent (g;
different values for each sex). The probability of entry (pent)
was always modelled in the same manner (time-dependent) and
therefore not included in the label. The rest of the table entries
are the difference in the AICc value between the respective model and the best supported model (ΔAICc), the AICc weight (w),
the number of estimated parameters (K) and the model’s deviance. Models were fitted for each model structure and sampling
site separately. Models with an ΔAICc >10 did not contribute to
model averaging and were omitted from the table.
Model structure Sampling site
CJS
NE
MW
POPAN

NE

MW

Model ΔAICc
w
0.00 0.720
φ. , pt
1.89 0.280
φg , pt
0.00 0.759
φg , pt
2.30 0.241
φ. , pt
φ. , pt , N. 0.00 0.499
φg , pt , N. 1.62 0.222
φ. , pt , Ng 1.76 0.227
φg , pt , Ng 3.88 0.072
φg , pt , N. 0.00 0.740
φg , pt , Ng 2.49 0.213
φ. , pt , N. 6.09 0.035
φ. , pt , Ng 8.26 0.012

K
47
48
28
27
54
55
55
56
35
36
34
37

Deviance
983.42
982.99
391.33
396.11
-1724.14
-1724.89
-1724.75
-1725.02
-411.92
-412.08
-403.21
-408.97
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Table 4. Model averaged estimates for monthly apparent survival (φm) and initial population size (N). Estimates for females
(F) and males (M), from both sampling sites, are provided separately. Annual apparent survival (φa) is calculated as φm12. φm is
estimated using both CJS and POPAN models.
Site Sex

Model
structure
NE
F
CJS
POPAN
M
CJS
POPAN
MW F
CJS
POPAN
M
CJS
POPAN

Est.
0.989
0.987
0.991
0.988
0.958
0.953
0.989
0.988

φm
SE LCI
0.009 0.949
0.008 0.956
0.009 0.974
0.008 0.956
0.022 0.886
0.019 0.900
0.011 0.930
0.009 0.944

UCI
0.998
0.996
1.008
0.997
0.986
0.979
0.998
0.998

φa
0.876
0.850
0.895
0.863
0.601
0.562
0.873
0.867

Est.
–
492
–
506
–
141
–
154

SE
–
41.49
–
45.90
–
17.09
–
28.06

N
LCI
–
410.58
–
415.64
–
107.30
–
99.12

UCI
–
573.24
–
595.55
–
174.31
–
209.12

Net population size estimates (Ni) for Neuwaldegg
ranged from 349 (46 ha-1) to 444 (59 ha-1) for females
and from 382 (51 ha-1) to 473 (63 ha-1) for males. The
estimates decreased over time for both sexes. For the
Maurer Wald estimates ranged from 42 (8 ha-1) to 87 (18
ha-1) for females and from 60 (12 ha-1) to 170 (34 ha-1) for
males. Here, the estimates increased over time for both
sexes. The estimates showed no recurring patterns over
the annual sampling periods. The large 95% CI range for
the first eight occasions from Neuwaldegg made the estimates highly uncertain and therefore they were removed
from further analysis and discussion (Fig. 4).

Recapture probability

Spatial activity

Recapture probability (pi) was always modelled as only
time-dependent. Therefore, the model averaged estimates
were the same for both groups but were different for each
capture occasion. The estimates strongly differed between
capture occasions and correlated with the number of animals captured on the respective occasions in both CJS and
POPAN models. Up to the eleventh capture occasion the
confidence intervals for these estimates were quite large
and therefore the estimates yield no meaningful results.
They were excluded from further analysis and discussion.
The CJS models yielded no estimates for three occasions
for the Neuwaldegg data set and for seven occasions for
the Maurer Wald data set. For the Neuwaldegg data set,
the estimates ranged from 0.003 to 0.087 for CJS and
from 0.001 to 0.086 for POPAN models, whereas they
ranged from 0.007 to 0.210 for CJS and from 0.004 to
0.225 for POPAN models for the Maurer Wald data set.
The estimates for annual recapture probabilities (pa)
for the Maurer Wald were around twice as high as the
estimates for Neuwaldegg for both sexes (Table 5). Differences between years and sexes were low.

The total maximum distances within years (da) of females
(median: 23 m; range: 5–224 m) and males (median: 23
m; range: 1–207 m) from Neuwaldegg showed no significant differences (U = 469; p = 0.258) (Fig. 5). Also, for
the Maurer Wald those distances (Fig. 5) showed no significant differences (U = 85; p = 0.862) between females
(median: 33 m; range: 10–72 m) and males (median: 32
m; range: 6–99 m). In the Maurer Wald only five da-values could be calculated for females. The da-values from
the Maurer Wald (median: 33 m; range: 6–99 m) were
significantly larger than those from Neuwaldegg (median: 23 m; range: 1–224 m) (U = 1061; p = 0.048).
In Neuwaldegg, no significant differences of Minimum Convex Polygons between females (median: 112
m²; range: 21–573 m²) and males (median: 152 m²; range:
4–1012 m²) were found (U = 207; p = 0.969). For the
Maurer Wald, due to the small sample size for female
home ranges (n = 2), it was not possible to test home
ranges for significance between females (median: 87
m²; range: 86–89 m²) and males (median: 136 m²; range:
8–2329 m²). Total home ranges for Neuwaldegg ranged
from 4 to 1012 m² (median: 117 m²) while they ranged
from 8 to 2329 m² (median: 113 m²) in the Maurer Wald
(Fig. 6), and no significant differences were found between the sites (U = 389; p = 1). Home ranges and maximum distances across all years are shown in Figs 7, 8.

Population size (N, Ni) and density
We estimated both the super population size (N) and the
net population sizes (Ni) for each capture occasion using
POPAN models. Model averaging yielded super population estimates of 492 (65 ha-1) females and 506 (67 ha-1)
males for the sampling site in Neuwaldegg. For the Maurer Wald 141 (28 ha-1) females and 154 (31 ha-1) males
were estimated (Table 4).
Table 5. Model averaged estimates (CJS models) for annual
recapture probability (pa). Estimates for females (F) and males
(M), from both sampling sites, are provided separately.
Year

Sex

2011

F
M
F
M

2012

Neuwaldegg
Estimate
LCI
0.194
0.145
0.195
0.148
0.195
0.155
0.196
0.159
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UCI
0.253
0.254
0.243
0.240

Maurer Wald
Estimate
LCI
0.375
0.144
0.423
0.222
0.411
0.145
0.461
0.227

UCI
0.682
0.652
0.742
0.713

Discussion
Contrary to our expectation the recapture rates of females
were not consistently higher in Neuwaldegg and even were
clearly lower in the Maurer Wald compared to the recapture rates of males. The fact that total recapture rates within
years (r1) were universally lower than total recapture rates
between years (r2, r3), in both Neuwaldegg and the Maurer
Wald, hints to a seasonal site fidelity in both sites. At least
for females this is consistent with the proximity of their respective breeding waters to the sampling areas. Manenti et
al. (2017) observed that also male fire salamanders move
closer to the breeding sites during the breeding season,
presumably to increase their chances to find a mate. This
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Figure 4. Net population sizes (Ni) for each capture occasion. Separate graphs are provided for Neuwaldegg and the Maurer Wald
and sexes respectively. Neuwaldegg: green (males), orange (females); Maurer Wald: blue (males), red (females); dashed lines denote the lower (LCI) and upper (UCI) bound of the estimates 95%-CI. Dashed vertical lines denote the first capture occasion (CO)
of a year or the first CO of a month.

Figure 5. Annual maximum movement distances for each sampling site and sex (females: white; males: grey). Crosses symbolize the mean and horizontal lines within the boxes the median values. The box lies between the lower quartile (25th percentile) and
the upper quartile (75th percentile). Whiskers denote the minimum
and maximum values, not counting outliers. Outliers are values
that are more than 1.5*IQR (interquartile range) higher than the
upper or less than the lower quartile and are denoted as circles.

Figure 6. Home range sizes for each sampling site and sex
(females: white; males: grey). Crosses symbolize the mean and
horizontal lines within the boxes, the median values. The box
lies between the lower quartile (25th percentile) and the upper
quartile (75th percentile). Whiskers denote the minimum and
maximum values, not counting outliers. Outliers are values that
are more than 1.5*IQR (interquartile range) higher than the upper or less than the lower quartile and are denoted as circles.
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Figure 7. Home ranges and individual movements over all
sampling periods in Neuwaldegg. The home range of individuals, captured three times or more, is represented by MCPs
(Females: diagonal lines; Males: dotted). Distances between
capture locations of individuals recaptured only once are represented by coloured straight lines (Females: red; Males: green;
Unsexed: blue).

Figure 8. Home ranges and individual movements over all
sampling periods in the Maurer Wald. The home range of individuals, captured three times or more, is represented by MCPs
(Females: diagonal lines; Males: dotted; Unsexed: filled/grey).
Distances between capture locations of individuals recaptured
only once are represented by straight lines (Females: red;
Males: green; Unsexed: blue). Circles denote breeding ponds.

behaviour might increase the population density near the
breeding waters without changing the sex ratio.
We assume that a portion of individuals in Neuwald
egg might skip reproduction in some years, due to the
demanding migration. In Neuwaldegg the recapture rate
in the two-year-interval was higher compared to the rates
of the one-year intervals. This fluctuation was not seen
in the Maurer Wald. Individuals, especially females, of
various other long-lived amphibian species occasionally
skip years of reproduction because of high reproductive
investment or unfavourable environmental conditions
(Bull and Shine 1979; Cayuela et al. 2014). Consequently, during these years, they have a reduced probability of
being detected. To come to conclusive results in this regard, data over a longer time span would be needed.
Apparent survival estimates for both sexes from Neuwaldegg and males from the Maurer Wald were rather
similar and consistent with estimates from other studies
(Schmidt et al. 2005; Schmidt et al. 2014; Balogová et al.
2017), whereas for females from the Maurer Wald estimates of φa were considerably lower (Table 4). This low-

er apparent survival could be caused by higher mortality,
higher emigration, or both. Balogová et al. (2017) reported unequal apparent survival (φi) estimates between the
sexes for salamanders wintering in Slovakian subterranean sites and attributed this to a possible higher mortality
of females due to their energetically demanding migrations to the breeding waters and also a lower ability to escape from predators during gravidity. In the Maurer Wald,
we observed several cases of female fire salamanders that
had been drowned by male frogs (Rana sp.), which were
using the same ponds as breeding waters. Such an incident was described by Linnenbach (2000) from a population in southern Germany. Varying migration patterns
and destinations of females, caused by annually changing
breeding water availabilities in the Maurer Wald, might
be another reason for the low annual apparent survival
estimates. Leeb (2013) conducted a camera trap study in
the Maurer Wald where he found no significant differences in the annual return rates to a hibernation site between
the sexes; these results suggest no difference in mortality
rate and therefore support variation in movement activity
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causing the low apparent survival estimate. Further evidence comes from capture-recapture data collected in the
vicinity of the sampling area in the Maurer Wald. Many
of the females only found a single time during our sampling occasions were found again outside our sampling
area or sampling periods. Although these data were not
included in our models, they support the hypothesis that
movement activity, not mortality, was the main cause of
the low apparent survival estimates.
The estimates for annual recapture probability fall
within the range of the recapture rate estimates from other fire salamander populations in central Europe, which
seem to strongly vary with sampling effort (cf. Schmidt
et al. 2007 and Schmidt et al. 2014). Although generally
low, for the Maurer Wald the estimates were around twice
as high as those for Neuwaldegg. Our estimated values
were probably also strongly influenced by the sampling
sites’ terrain. The site in the Maurer Wald was flatter,
thus more easily observable and provided fewer hiding
spots, which probably resulted in a higher detection rate.
Balogová et al. (2017) reported similar results for two
wintering sites with unequal observation possibilities.
Another reason might be the different ways the two populations were sampled. For line transect sampling, as it
was conducted in Neuwaldegg, the chance of individuals
temporarily leaving the sampling area might be uniformly higher, lowering recapture probability. Such uniformity might also be a reason why goodness-of-fit-testing did
not yield evidence for heterogeneity in recapture probability, which would have been caused by unequal temporary emigration.
Estimated population density in Neuwaldegg was more
than twice as high as in the Maurer Wald. These results
fall in line with our expectations and might be caused
by different environmental conditions. Oak-hornbeam
forests (Maurer Wald) are usually located in drier areas
than beech forests (Neuwaldegg) (Ellenberg 1988). This
dryness may limit the time the salamanders can spend on
the surface feeding and also the available food. This is
supported by Mayerhofer (2013), who found that females
from Neuwaldegg had on average higher body condition
index values than those from the Maurer Wald. The rising
trend in net population size estimates might signal that
the maximum population density, which the habitat in the
Maurer Wald can support, is not yet reached. Salamandra salamandra had not been reported from the Maurer
Wald until 1988 (Tiedemann 1990). The first documented
sightings at this site date from 2006 (Gollmann 2006).
Therefore, it is possible that the population, at the time
of sampling, was still in the process of establishing. Grillitsch (1990) reported the occurrence of Hyla arborea
in a pond close to the sampling area until 1980, while
no occurrence of Hyla arborea was observed during our
study. This implies that those ponds were less shaded in
the past, and therefore less favourable for salamander larvae. Considering the relatively low overall recapture rate
(320 captures; 217 individuals), a possible year-to-year
rise in sampling intensity in the Maurer Wald might have
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also had an influence on the population size estimations
and possibly caused the rise in estimated population size.
Most of the recaptured individuals in Neuwaldegg (88%)
and the Maurer Wald (78%) were observed to have moved
less than 50 m within the same year and therefore seemed
rather sedentary. In the Kottenforst, however, around 25%
of salamanders of a pond-adapted subpopulation were reported to have covered distances that exceeded the span of
the observed area in Maurer Wald (Hendrix et al. 2017).
Based on the data we collected outside of the sampling plot
in the Maurer Wald we found that five individuals previously encountered in the plot moved between 100 and 200
m and one individual even 500 m within a year. However,
for conclusive results regarding total movement distances,
probably larger areas need to be sampled consistently.
Estimated home ranges showed neither differences
between sexes nor between sampling sites. On average
(median: 115 m²; mean: 263 m²; range: 4–2329 m²) they
were noticeably smaller than the home ranges reported by
Schulte et al. (2007) (mean: 1295 m²; range: 659–2265
m²) or Hendrix et al. (2017) (mean: 3894 m²; 429–14594
m²), but larger than the results of earlier studies. Denoël
(1996) reported sizes ranging from 5 to 255 m² for a population in Belgium and Catenazzi (1998) sizes ranging
from <1 to 131 m² for a population in the Swiss Alps. All
reported home ranges, however, seem to correlate with
the size of the overall sampled areas in each study. The
values presented in this study should be considered minimum home range sizes, as many contain only three capture points. Home range sizes might also strongly vary
with the time of the year the sampling was conducted. For
some populations of S. salamandra the winter and summer quarters lie at different locations (Feldmann 1987;
Thiesmeier 2004). If sampling was done during the migrations to these locations, which take place during spring
and autumn, home range estimates should be expected to
be larger compared to sampling outside of these times.
Breeding in stagnant water bodies may be more
common in fire salamanders than generally recognized,
also in the western subspecies S. s. terrestris (Denoël
and Winandy 2014; Arntzen and van Belkom 2020). A
comparison of the well-studied situation in the Kottenforst with that in Vienna does not support generalisations
about stream-breeding versus pond-breeding populations
but suggests that local environmental conditions shape
the variation in life history traits. Whereas food supply
is low in forest ponds in western Germany (Weitere et al.
2004; Reinhardt et al. 2013), salamander larvae in some
ponds in the Maurer Wald grew much faster than those
in streams – at least in some years – due to a rich supply
of plankton and hatching Rana tadpoles (Keckeis 2013;
pers. obs.). In Neuwaldegg, the moister conditions in the
beech forests seem to provide better habitats for the adult
salamanders, as shown by higher body condition index
values (Mayerhofer 2013) and population density (this
study) than those obtained in the Maurer Wald.
In the Kottenforst, Hendrix et al. (2017) reported that
the pond-adapted subpopulation showed greater moving
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distances and home range sizes as well as a higher variability in those parameters than the stream-adapted subpo
pulation. Our results partially coincide with these findings.
Although the sampling area was smaller, the population
in the Maurer Wald showed larger movement during the
sampling periods. The home ranges, however, did not differ between sampling sites. It is likely that home ranges of
salamanders exceed the limits of our sampling areas. From
the topography of the landscape, it might be expected that
stream breeding salamanders – in Neuwaldegg and similar
sites – cover larger migration distances than those in the
relatively confined area of the Maurer Wald, where a mass
hibernation site was located (Leeb 2013; Leeb et al. 2013).
To test this hypothesis, further studies at a larger spatial
scale are needed.
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